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Thompson chips Dichroic glass to be crushed
into frit — the mixture of silica and fluxes that
is fused at high temperature to make glass.

Frank Thompson of Gillis cuts pieces of glass to be used in a design he named “Atlantis.” Thompson is a self-taught artist who has been
working in glass since 1982.

Gillis artist living his passion
through glass designs

Thompson uses a grinder to polish the “base”
on which the glass will be mounted.
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In the quiet woods of
Gillis, on a chilly late-winter
night, the scorching heat
inside a kiln melts strips and
shards of glass into a work
of art. Within the walls of
this inferno, earth and sea
become one, as blue, green,
amber and clear-colored
glass meld into an artist’s vision of a mythical land.
This is “Atlantis,” one of
the many fused glass wall
art designs Frank Thompson
creates in his rustic studio. A
Lake Charles native, Thompson is one of only 16 artists
from Louisiana chosen to
show his work in the Louisiana Market during the second weekend of this year’s
New Orleans Jazz Fest, April
30-May 3.
“When I was 5, I made a
stained glass window made
up of torn pieces of construction paper,” Thompson
said. “My mom gave it to me
recently and I realized that

Frank Thompson uses a glass cutter to create the design for
his fused glass creation “Atlantis.”
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See video of “Atlantis”
on americanpress.com
it was made by me in 1965.
So stained glass and glass
have always been part of my
subconscious.”
Thompson’s glass art
ranges from 8 inches by 16
inches to 60 inches by 30
inches and costs between

$200 and $3,500.
Several of the designs
in Thompson’s work are
inspired by music and literature. Most, however, are
celebrations of nature.
“Nature is positive energy
to me,” Thompson said. “God
made it and it’s permanent
and it’s lasting. All of this
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Thompson uses running pliers to cut pieces of glass for this latest creation, “Atlantis.”

Thompson removes the protective coating on a sheet of Dichroic glass, that will be later
crushed into frit.

Custom-cut pieces of glass are arranged carefully ahead of the firing process in the kiln.

